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Dog Ear Publishing, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****.Today s inflammatory headlines come to satiric life in this convoluted tale of
self-serving hustlers as Detective Lawrence Striker and FBI Special Agent Cassandra Cassidy put
their heads (and other things) together to weave their way through the violent eruptions of racial
animosities and the rabble-rousing buzzards who feast on those divisions. There are crimes to solve
but as the story evolves the layers of the fetid onion are peeled away to expose the maggots of
deception and double-dealing. In an early morning shootout on the mean streets of River City two
African-American teenagers are gunned down by the cops and that heralds the emergence of the
devious and race-baiting Reverend Abraham Castille to media-driven, national prominence as he,
with incendiary rhetoric, escalates civil protest into open warfare. As flames threaten to consume
the city a kindly old lady who was witness to the shootout is murdered, the city s police
commissioner is assassinated, and the rioting spins inexorably out of control and spreads with
lethal effect to other parts of the country. Striker and Cassidy are sucked into a cesspool of evil...
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An exceptional pdf and the typeface utilized was fascinating to read through. It can be writter in straightforward words and phrases instead of confusing. I
am just quickly could possibly get a delight of looking at a written ebook.
-- Prof. Arlie Bogan-- Prof. Arlie Bogan

It in a single of the best book. This is for those who statte there had not been a well worth reading through. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr. Barney Robel Jr.-- Dr. Barney Robel Jr.
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